ABSTRACT. RESULTS FROM A JOINT VOLVO AERO AND SAAB AEROSPACE RESEARCH PROJECT ON ACTIVE FLUTTER SUPPRESSION IS PRESENTED.
INTRODUCTION
Even though modern aircraft rely heavily on control systems, there is still much to be gained by using automatic control. One such topic that has been studied by Saab Aerospace and Volvo Aero in a joint research project is active suppression of wing flutter. The traditional method to ensure that flutter does not occur is to design the wings so that flutter is avoided within the specified flight envelope for the aircraft. This could of course cause the design to be very conservative, the wings to be unnecessarily heavy or that the flight envelope must be restricted. A more flexible approach would instead be to design an active flutter suppression system. This means that flutter is suppressed on-line by some controlling mechanism. The benefits from this approach would be enhanced performance, increased efficiency and reduced weight and cost, see e.g. [2, 3, 5, 6 ,10] and references therein. A characteristic of aircraft systems is that they are very complex. So if modem control design methods are applied to problems connected to aircraft systems, the controller will probably be very complex. This is perhaps acceptable if there are only a few tasks for the flight computers to perform. But on modem civil and military aircraft there are a large number of tasks to be executed, such as controlling functionality, diagnosis functionality etc. The complexity of each controller must then be kept to a minimum. It is therefore important that there exist user-friendly methods where one could design and analyze the controller performance as a function of complexity.
Linear quadratic (LQ) control has been successfully used in many industrial applications since the 6 0 t h~. This is probably due to its nice robustness properties and good performance. Furthermore it has an attractive analytical solution. However as it is a state feedback problem all states must be measurable. If this is not the case an observer must be designed and combined with the LQ controller. The most frequent used observer in LQ control is the Kalman filter. The combined LQ controller and Kalman filter is called Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) controller. Unfortunately the LQG controller does not necessarily guarantee the same robustness properties as the LQ controller. A more prominent disadvantage is that the complexity of the LQG controller is related to the complexity of the system, which for aerospace problems could be relatively high. But one nice property still remains, the controller is given as an analytical solution. There are in practice three different ways of designing a low complexity LQG controller [l], see figure 1. One is to approximate the complex system model with a less complex model and then do LQG design on the approximated model. The second method is to design a high complexity controller and approximate this with a controller with less complexity. The third choice is to directly design a low order controller for the high complexity system model. Several possible methods for this exist and most of them allow the designer to define a controller order and then use a parametric optimization method to optimally tune the parameters of the controller, e.g. parametric linear quadratic (PLQ) control. The performance of the final closed-loop control system will be unclear in the design stage for the first two choices. This is because model reduction often is based on open-loop considerations and effects of the approximation are propagated in each subsequent step. They are still the methods most frequently used. The reason for this is probably that there exist analytical solutions for those. The third method, which is a numerical method and therefore not so attractive for many users, is probably the method that often gives best results [4] . The reason for this is that the PLQ design method uses the full order system model (includes all model dynamics), i.e. there is no approximation, in the design step. Furthermore PLQ methods are effective for problems which cannot be solved analytically (if they can be solved at all); e.g. it is possible to consider robustness explicitly, multi criteria problems [7] , controller fragility [ 131 and constraints on parameterization (PID-controllers) etc. This makes PLQ-methods very good for industrial applications [9] . In this paper we will present results from a joint Saab-Volvo research project where low order controllers for active flutter suppression have been designed. In section 2 the problem is formulated. The wind tunnel facility at Volvo Aero is presented in section 3 and a LQG controller is then designed in section 4. In section 5 a low complexity PLQ controller is designed and compared to the LQG controller. A theoretical model is developed in section 6 and test results from wind tunnel test are then presented in section 7.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
Wing flutter is a special type of oscillation that has been studied since the childhood of aerospace. To describe the phenomenon, consider a simple straight wing mounted in a wind tunnel. If an impulsive force is applied to the wing, it will start to oscillate. This oscillation will however damp out rather quickly. If the same force is applied under the action of a relative wind that is increased by steps, then it is seen that the damping will increase at start but as the wind speed is further increased the damping will drop dramatically. At a certain air speed, the flutter critical speed, the oscillation will have constant amplitude, i.e. the damping is zero. The oscillation is then maintained by energy that is taken up from the airflow. If the air speed then is increased further the oscillation amplitude will increase tremendously. The wing is said to have reached flutter. This means that the system has gone from being a stable system to being an unstable system very rapidly, see figure 2. If this would occur on a flying aircraft the consequence would be catastrophic. The standard method to overcome flutter is to design the wings so that flutter is avoided within the specified flight envelope, i.e. passive suppression. Another approach is to apply an active method to suppress the occurrence of wing flutter in real-time. Then sufficiently high damping of the system is maintained by controlling a trailing edge flap (or some other mechanism influencing the airflow). The flutter control problem can then be defined as: "maintain (wing)stability within the speccjkdflight envelope, even outside the open-loop (wing)stable region of the envelope. A problem that is related to flutter control is (realtime) flutter detection, i.e. to know when flutter is about to occur. If the controller is permanently active then the actuating mechanism will be used unnecessarily (and perhaps be exposed to wear etc.) as it will try to stabilize the system even when the wing is in a stable region of the flight envelope. It would therefore be preferable if the flutter controller is activated only when a near flutter region is reached. The flutter detection problem can then be defined as: "detect beginning flutter so that flutter control can be utilized to stabilize the wing ".
Note that flutter detection is usable even without a flutter controller making it possible to do testing closer to the flutter region. The continuation of the paper will mainly discuss the flutter control problem.
THE WIND TUNNEL MODEL
As a test object for wind tunnel tests a simple wind tunnel model of an aircraft wing has been designed. It is a rigid rectangular wing with symmetric NACA 64AOlO profile. The wing is suspended so that it is given two degrees of freedom, one bending and one torsion. The stiffness is determined by a changeable torsion spring in each degree of freedom. The used torsion springs give the wing natural frequencies of 49 Hz in bending mode and 95 Hz in torsion mode. From calculations it is determined that flutter will occur at approximately Mach 0.67 at a static pressure of 110 kPa and that the flutter frequency is approximately 57 Hz. Three accelerometers have been mounted inside the wing and three laser triangulation sensors have been mounted in the ceiling of the wind tunnel to measure the movements of the wing. Furthermore the wing has a trailing edge flap which is used as a control surface. This flap is connected to a hydraulic actuator with a shaft through the wing and a potentiometer is attached to the shaft in order to measure the flap deflection. 
CONTROLLER DESIGN
The design objectives for the controller were to suppress flutter and to do this with as little effort as possible, i.e. small flap movements. The controller should also be robust to changes in wind tunnel conditions, such as Mach number and static pressure. The idea was to develop a theoretical model to use as a platform for controller design, problem analysis and flutter detection algorithms. Furthermore in parallel to development of a theoretical model it was also decided that one or several identified models should be found for controller design. The ongoing work on development of the theoretical model is presented separately in section 6 as this model still not has been used for controller design. The identification test was conducted with the static pressure fixed while increasing the air speed in steps.
The sample rate was 1000 Hz. Only measurements from one of the laser triangulation sensors were used as output. Low-pass (150 Hz) filtered noise was applied as input to the hydraulic actuator. The used input (noise) signal had decaying amplitude and finite energy since we did not want to feed to much energy into the system as the system is also driven by high energy air forces. One model for each Mach number was identified using a standard subspace method implemented in Matlab (rz4sid). I.e. to find the system matrices that correspond to the linear time invariant state-space model given as x,+, = Ax, + Bu, + Gw, y , = Cx, + Du, + w, where the subscript indicates sample instant k. uk is the input to the hydraulic actuator, yk is the output from the laser triangulation sensor and w k are forces acting on the wing due to turbulent air flow. It is here assumed that w k has a white noise behavior with covariance R,,.. It is impossible in advance to predict the behavior of the closed-loop system when the flutter critical Mach number is exceeded as the system has a rather nonlinear behavior with increasing air speed, see figure 2. It was therefore decided to initially design a LQG controller from only one (linear) model, then to study if good closed-loop behavior was possible to attain even for Mach numbers over the flutter critical Mach number. The model used was of order 6 and described the system at Mach 0.66, i.e. just before flutter was reached. Using validation data showed good correspondence with output from the model, see figure 4 . The LQ-criterion we decided to minimize with an LQG controller was
where Tis matrix transpose. The control law is defined as in standard LQG control Furthermore the controller has reasonably low gain over the frequency range of interest, implying small flap movements. The LQG controller has been implemented using the following realization
REDUCED ORDER CONTROLLER DESIGN
In section 4 a 6th order LQG controller with good performance was designed. This was done using simple tools provided in Matlab. An important question to be asked here is, "could equal performance be obtained with a controller of less complexity?". The answer to this question is in most applications yes. In this section it will be shown that by using a parametric linear quadratic (PLQ) optimization method which utilizes a loss increment technique it is actually possible to design a 2nd order active flutter suppression controller with equal performance as the LQG controller in section 4. The method allows the user to utilize the same criterion Consider the system (1)- (2) and the static output feedback control law
where F E SF includes the controller parameters. S,C is defined as SF =F E Rp.' "(p(A+BFC)<I with p(.) being the spectral radius. Note that (5) does not eliminate the design of dynamic controllers. In the case with dynamic controllers the state-and output vectors in (1)-(2) are augmented with the corresponding dynamics, e.g. see [SI and [12] . A most practical method to solve the PLQ problem is to introduce the loss increment (ar> technique [SI, [9] .
From the loss increment expression it is possible to extract the gradient of the loss function which can be utilized in several optimization routines to find the optimum. What is more important is that one in many cases can use the structure of the loss increment to prove convergent properties of the used optimization routine.
Consider the loss increment 
=CPCT+R,, P(F) and

P(F)=(A+ BFC)TP(F)(A+BFC)+BFR,vFTBT +GR,,,GT S(F) = ( A + BFCjTS(F)(A+ BFC)+Q+CTFTRFC.
An example of an optimization routine where we can utilize the gradient and also the structure of the loss increment is the decent Anderson-Moore (DAM) method. For a detailed discussion on how to compute the optimum using the DAM method, see [8] . If the DAM method is applied to the active flutter suppression problem, it is possible to compare the performance for each order of the PLQ controller with the LQG controller. The closed-loop loss for the LQG controller is 172.2501 which is a rather low value considering that the open-loop loss is 77070.9428. For the PLQ controller, parameterized as a strictly proper state-space controller, we have computed the loss for orders between n,=1 to n, =6. Note that the PLQ and the LQG are identical when
11,=6.
The results are presented in table 1.
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I 172.2544
172.2508
It is seen that a 2nd order controller has nearly equal performance (loss) as the LQG controller even though it has 40 parameters less to be implemented. Using the 2nd order PLQ controller instead of the LQG controller in a real implementation thus means less use of CPU-power at each sample for this controlling task and, thus gives the CPU time to do other time-critical tasks.
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. , > Figure 6 . The variance of yk at increasing Mach number, both for open-loop and closed-loop tests.
The PLQ controller has been tested parameterized in both state-space form (SS) and expanded transfer function form (TF).
A THEORETICAL MODEL OF THE WING
There are two alternative when developing a model for the wing with a trailing edge flap in the tunnel flow: 1. to use measured data to identify a state space model of the entire open loop (this method has been described in section 4). to put up a state space model of each of the subsystems in the loop, see figure 7 and then use both measured data and theoretical equations to get a model that can describe the system at different operating conditions. This method is described below. figure 8 . The servo was found to be linear with respect to excitation amplitudes.
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,.,,, , Figure 8 . Comparison between servo model and measured data.
Model of the wing
The motion of the wing with an oscillating trailing 
Combined Model of the servo and the wing
In order to combine the wing model with the servo model for the purpose of controller design, the wing model is first transformed into a discrete model, sampled at 1000 Hz. The state space vector xj is a function of both flap deflection and its derivative. From the servo block the flap deflection is given. Its derivative is modeled as a second order discrete state space system. The final state space model for the servo and the wing will have 11 degrees of freedom: 5 from the servo, 2 from the derivative and 4 from the wing.
Validation of the state space model
Before the model is used for design of a regulator, it must be validated. 
WIND TUNNEL TESTS RESULTS
The LQG and the 2"d order PLQ controller have been evaluated with the wind tunnel model, discussed in section 2, in wind tunnel 1 at Volvo Aero. The experiments were conducted both with fixed static pressure and varied air speed, and with varied static pressure and fixed air speed. It was found that although the controllers were designed at one (stable) operating point (static pressure = 110 kPa and Mach number = 0.66) all controllers were robust against changes in air speed and static pressure and performed well in the unstable region. It was also seen that both controllers performed nearly equally well in the examined ranges, see figure 6 and figure 12 and 13. 
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CONCLUSIONS
Active flutter suppression controllers have been designed with simple LQ design techniques. The designed controllers achieved the objectives, i.e. small control signals and robustness against variations in air speed and static pressure. It is further seen that PLQ design methods successfully can be used to design low order LQ controllers with equal performance as the full order LQG controller. This project will continue to evaluate the possibilities to suppress flutter with active methods in the future.
